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Introduction
This white paper is a reader-friendly explanation of a decentralised

Revolutux is a deflationary token. The three

Revolutux is going to create an

cryptocurrency based on a BEP-20 smart contract. Revolutux Token is

functions that occur throughout each trade are

innovative ecosystem to entice an

developing a whole new environment where anyone may trade in digital

Reflection, Liquidity Pool (LP) Acquisition, and Burn.

increased number of people to invest

assets from across the world with cheap transaction and fee costs, providing

The Revolutux protocol ensures that token holders'

in digital assets. This will provide

a highly freeing, strategic, low risk, and frictionless trading experience in a

assets are automatically gathered and secured in

people with the opportunity to earn

decentralised manner.


the liquidity pool. Revolutux's secret is the

money while also protecting their

Automatic Liquidity Pool (ALP). Token holders can

privacy, security, authority, and

utilise the reflection approach to successfully hold

autonomy. With the help of the digital

Revolutux is not only a new blockchain-based platform, but it also offers the

their tokens depending on percentages completed

asset known as the Revolutux token,

transparency and holding elements that we feel are essential for long-term

and total tokens owned.


we plan to construct an ecosystem




viability and decentralisation. Revolutux is a deflationary, communityfocused coin that pays holders with benefits via redistribution. Involving
community members in decision-making allows them to feel genuine
ownership over their assets.



Revolutux will develop an innovative economic infrastructure comprising
tools and training that will boost the efficiency and accessibility of
cryptocurrencies for everybody with plans to rapidly become the world's
immovable economic foundation. Everyone will be more financially
connected, empowered, and enabled as a result of the financial revolution
facilitated by technology. In summary, Revolutux provides holders with
staking, NFT, trading, and incentives, all under one roof.

In addition, Revolutux will introduce an NFT
collection, a unique, blockchain-based, transferable
asset. Since the underlying code is transparent, the
scarcity and ownership of any individual token may
be verified without the need for a trusted third

that is founded on prudent monetary
rules and a solid, decentralised
foundation.

Revolutux DeFi

party. We plan to establish a DAO to decentralise

On the BNB Smart Chain, Revolutux is

the power transfer to the community.

a decentralised cryptocurrency that

Vision
Our goal is to integrate cryptocurrency into every

functions as a deflationary coin. With
each deal, Revolutux carries out three
distinct functions: 


part of our operations. We envision a future society

Reflection, Liquidity Pool (LP)

in which strategies for accumulating wealth that

Acquisition, and Burn. The interplay

was once available only to the affluent are made

between these elements helps to clear

available to the general public, therefore

up the confusing difficulties that were

transferring the power of our monetary institutions

brought about by price volatility and

back to the general populace.

farming incentives. We anticipate that
Revolutux will see rapid expansion, and
by making the most of this potential,
we want to deliver exceptional value to
the members of our community.


Reflection, also known as fixed rewards, is a protocol that was developed to
prevent price crashes and valuation market collapses that were caused by
liquidity providers (LP) farming prizes. Burning by hand is good for the
community and helps educate people. The circumstances of the manual
burn, as well as the amounts involved, are made public and monitored. This
autonomous liquidity pool supports stability during large-scale financial
failures. The prevention of extreme price movements by proactive LP is
advantageous if whales liquidate substantial holdings.

Liquidity Pool
To thank them for their services, liquidity providers are given tokens from the
liquidity pool. When users engage in trading on decentralised exchanges
(DEX), they are required to pay fees. These fees are then distributed to
liquidity providers in accordance with the quantity of LP tokens or the share
of the total pool that the liquidity provider possesses.


The Revolutux protocol guarantees that token holders' assets will be swiftly
moved to the liquidity pool and kept there after they have been moved. The
primary goal is to keep the holder informed about the performance of
Revolutux by preventing mass sell-offs when they are used in bulk trade-offs.


The Automatic Liquidity Pool is the most important invention that
Revolutux has made. Dual advantages are provided to holders by this
particular implementation of a function. 

The contract initiates a stable price floor by collecting tokens from buyers
and sellers and adding them to the LP. This process continues until the LP is
full.
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Reflection

Burning

The reflection method gives token holders the
ability to safely store their tokens depending on the
portion of the project they have completed as well
as the total number of tokens they have. This
strategy is intended to meet the needs of early
investors who wish to sell their tokens after earning
high annual percentage yields. To offer investors
rewards based on the number of tokens
exchanged on the, This strategy is intended to
meet the needs of early investors who wish to sell
their tokens after earning high APYs.


A continuous burn on a single protocol
could come in useful at the beginning
of the process, but it also means that
the burn cannot be limited or altered
in any manner. Burns that serve both
to direct and reward the community
are regulated by the team and
promoted according to how successful
they are.




The goal of this technique is to reduce the amount
of the negative sell demand that has been placed
on the token as a direct result of early adopters
selling their tokens to cash in on the outrageously
high APYs. In addition, the reflecting mechanism
provides an incentive for token holders to keep their
tokens by increasing the size of the rewards they
are eligible to earn. These incentives are
determined as a proportion of the total amount of
tokens that the holder possesses.



It is possible to monitor and then sell
the conditions and amounts of an
automated burn. $RVLT is interested in
putting into action a long-term burn
plan that offers participants benefits
and rewards. In addition, purposeful
fires have the additional benefits of
rewarding and educating the local
population. The circumstances of the
manual burn, as well as the amounts
involved, are made public and
monitored.

Ecosystem
RevolutuxSwap
RevolutuxStakin
RevolutuxNFTs
RevolutuxDAO

Revolutux Swap
You can swap your money for other currencies of your choice when you use
Revolutux. When you make a trade using your Private Key Wallet, you have
access to the benefits of a decentralised and on-chain transaction
settlement.



The Revolutux Swap is popular with users of our Wallet for several different
reasons. Invest right away in a valuable asset that you believe will increase in
value in the years to come.


Customers have the opportunity to participate in a
financial ecosystem and earn RVLT as a reward by
staking our tokens. 

Users will engage in trading, buying, and selling
NFTs. As staking Revolutux or cryptocurrencies
needs specialised technological crypto expertise
and compliance criteria, Revolutux staking
platforms aid investors in getting token dividends.
This includes investors who do not have a technical
grasp of cryptocurrencies. 


Users can seek out and select the decentralised exchange that offers the
lowest transaction rates since the Revolutux Swap services are connected
with the world's biggest decentralised exchanges.

Staking systems, which allow investors to receive
holding incentives by keeping their bitcoin, have
arisen as a direct response to the meteoric rise in
the popularity of cryptocurrencies. 


Staking

If you are interested in making money by keeping
investments for a long period of time and earning
passive income, you should come here.

Proof of stake is the technique for reaching consensus that Revolutux
employs. 

The financial assets of Revolutux's clients are safeguarded by the company's
deployment of a Secure Asset Fund in addition to the adoption of severe
security measures. 

At no point is the safety of customer funds compromised by Revolutux's
services. A secure wallet is utilised on the network to stake digital assets such
as tokens.
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Staking Benefits
In contrast to proof of work, token staking does not
call for the use of any specialised equipment in
order to be carried out successfully. 

Proof of hold (POH) checks don't require the use of
any specialised gear to be completed. 

The only requirement is that holders of tokens on
linked exchanges maintain such tokens for a
certain amount of time after purchasing them.

The concept of scalability is frequently
brought up when talking about the
environment around blockchain
technology. 

It is a phrase that describes the
capacity of a computational process to
be utilised to create in several various
ways, and it refers to this power as
"creativity." According to the findings
of Revolutux, enhanced scalability may
be accomplished by increasing the
transaction outputs while
simultaneously reducing transaction
costs.

The technologies that are used by
Revolutux are not only economical but
also efficient in their use of energy, and
they do not require any specialised or
expensive equipment to operate. 

As a result, it has lower total costs and
does less damage to the natural
environment as compared to proof-ofwork chains. As a result, holders have
the opportunity to generate additional
passive income by utilising the
Revolutux platform.

A reward system is in place to compensate stakeholders for the risks they
incur in exercising control over their digital wealth. If the arrangement is kept
in place, the recipient will be eligible for an income without active
participation.



Staking Revolutux offers several benefits, one of the most prominent being
that it does not require a continual supply of energy to preserve the token. As
a result of this, staking Revolutux is particularly advantageous as it does not
have a negative impact on the environment.



In today's world, security and privacy are two of the most important issues,
and the fact that Revolutux offers a speedy and trustworthy gateway that is
supported by the Revolutux ecosystem places him in a position of
advantage over his rivals. Users of Revolutux have access to a platform that is
not only very secure but also extremely fast, which enables them to create
revenue passively on their own time.

Revolutux Non-Fungible Tokens (NFTs)
Revolutux NFTs are one-of-a-kind assets that were generated on the
blockchain and may be traded. 

We plan to bring about a paradigm change in the digital asset market by
disseminating our NFTs, and we hope you will join us in this endeavour. 

NFTs are in a league of their own in terms of value thanks to the
fundamental qualities that underpin them, which also clearly differentiate
them from other kinds of assets. These characteristics consist of the
incontestable peculiarity of the characters as well as its indivisibility.
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Thanks to the underlying code is accessible for
review, it is feasible, without the assistance of a
dependable third party, to determine both the
degree of scarcity and the owner of any individual
token. 

This is because the code is available for scrutiny. 

The shift away from centralised systems and
toward decentralised ones symbolises a larger
paradigm shift, which, in our opinion, the expansion
of NFTs is a component of. 

Furthermore, we believe that this shift is a driving
force behind the rise of blockchain technology.

Those who own NFTs will be eligible for the
following benefits in the future:


The Ownership Rights and
Responsibilities

The most significant benefit that can be gained by
using non-fungible tokens is that they may be used
to prove ownership. 

As a result of the fact that NFTs are disseminated
through the usage of blockchain technology, they
might potentially be utilised to assist in the process
of linking ownership to a single account.

Authenticity

The fundamental aspect that
establishes the value of non-fungible
tokens is their limited availability to be
exchanged for other types of tokens.
NFTs are tied to data that is fully
unique to each instance as they are
produced on the blockchain. This data
cannot be replicated. It is possible,
based on the qualities that define
NFTs, to infer their capacity to
contribute to value creation.

Concurrently, manufacturers of NFTs
have the option of releasing a
restricted amount of NFTs to induce
scarcity in the available supply. This is
done to increase the value of NFTs.

An NFT Marketplace

Throughout 2021, it is anticipated that
around $41 billion worth of bitcoin will
be combined with smart contracts
relating to non-fungible token (NFT)
marketplaces and collections.

Over the last year, non-fungible tokens
witnessed a dramatic growth in
popularity, which resulted in sales that
totalled in multiple millions of dollars.
This movement has garnered the
interest of a great number of famous
people, and a good number of them
are now actively participating in the
field.

It is expected that the market for NFTs would expand at a rate of at least 33
percent annually, resulting in a net sales volume of $80 billion by the year
2025 and around $350 billion by the year 2030. 

Even while this may appear to be a big amount, we are convinced that the
real growth of the market will be far more than the increase that was
predicted by the investing community.

Revolutux DAO
To transmit control to the community in a completely decentralised manner,
we want to establish a decentralised autonomous organisation, often known
as a DAO. This ensures that both users and developers contribute to the
project's overall goal of moving it forward.

This ensures that both users and developers contribute to the project's
overall goal of moving it forward.

The $RVLT token will be distributed to the active members of the network
and will serve as a governance token. This will make it possible for users and
investors to vote on different modifications and decide how the network
should develop in the future.

This makes the governance of the platform directly available to our most
active users, which brings Revolutux closer to becoming a public benefit
that is governed by those who value it the most. To decentralise the power
transfer to the community, we are planning to construct the Revolutux
DAO.
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Why Choose Revolutux?
Utility
Within the realm of cryptocurrency, the DeFi
industry is about to undergo a sea change as a
result of the services that are made available by the
Revolutux ecosystem. Users of our site have access
to a variety of opportunities, each of which could
result in passive income for them.

EASE OF USE
The fact that Revolutux is simple to use is one factor
that contributes to the service's overall value. You
may begin investing right now with nothing more
than a mobile device and a connection to the
internet.

You may begin investing right now with nothing
more than a mobile device and a connection to the
internet.

Trustworthiness
Within the realm of advertising, it is nearly
impossible to emphasise the significance of
maintaining credibility. This calls for complete
transparency on any and all matters about
community support and development, as well as
any and all matters concerning security.

LONGEVITY & Rewards
The long term objectives of the project
have the full and undivided attention
of Revolutux. The community is
working to support the long term
evolution of the ecosystem, which will
lead to applications that can be used in
the real world, additional incentives,
and increased popularity.
-
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Anyone is free to sign up with
Revolutux and become a member.
ecause it is both entirely safe and
transparent, Revolutux may be used
across national boundaries without
any problems. Technology will make it
possible to have a financial revolution
in the advertising sector, which will
result in everyone being more
financially connected, educated, and
informed.
B

TOKENOMICS
10% of tax is charged on every buy and sell of our token or NFTs. 

5% of the tax is automatically distributed to holders of tokens. 

A percentage of tax is fixed for liquidity which is automatically sent to the
liquidity pool. 

To help with stability, tokens from the presale may be vested for up to two
months after the presale has ended. We believe this is the best decision for
our ecosystem.

Project Name:
Revolutux Token Reflection
5% from buying and selling Tax.

Total Supply - 50,000,000,000
35% Development

30% Presale

15% Marketing

15% Liquidity

5% Team
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Roadmap

Phase 1
Project Planning 

Smart Contract 

Development 

Platform Development 

Website Development 

White Paper
Phase 2
Social Profiling 

Auditing 

Seed Funding 

Private Sale 

Marketing
Phase 3
Listing on Dex 

Development of DAO NFT release 

Marketing 

Pre-Sale 

Public Sale 

Staking open

Phase 4
Development of Swap 

Platform 

Liquidity Pool creation
Phase 5
Influencer Marketing 

Social Media Marketing 

Staking Rewards 

Release 

Community Expansion

